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Name 10.Are there any other ways that you think we could receive comments on planning applications? 

Martin Hall No 
Mr & Mrs Leng via planning representatives 
Cherry McRedie I think you must take care that your questions are not worded in such a way that you receive the answer you desire not the desires of the 

respondent 

K A Miller suggest comments could be discussed with ward councillors before notifying EFDC. Few people know who their ward councillor is! 

Mrs K G 
Freeman 

Yes send a planning officer around to the properties people live in the areas that will have housing estates etc. built on the back of them 
with the plans of what is going to be built (clearly show the plan) and help them to fill in the questionnaire with what residents really 
want!! then take it back to EFDC planning etc for the RECORD!! what people really want with no TRICKS!!!. Make it very clear what local 
people really want. 

Mr William 
Freeman 

Yes send a planning officer around to the people's homes that will have housing estates etc. built at the back of them with the plans of 
what is going to be built and clearly show it to them with a return questionnaire for residents to fill in and help them to do it too!! then the 
planning officer can take it back to EFDC planning etc for the record of what  people really want with no tricks to stop people saying clearly 
what they want.!!! 

Mrs Valerie 
Mavin 

Yes send a planning officer around to the peoples homes that will have housing estates etc. built at the back of them with the plans of 
what is going to be built and clearly show it to them with a return questionnaire for residents to fill in and help them to do it ! then the 
planning officer can take it back to EFDC planning etc for the record of what  people clearly want with no tricks!! to stop people saying 
clearly what they really want.!!! 

Barbara Seal Ensure that details about plans are given by the council in time for people to develop their own ideas and opinions 

Leslie Richard 
Holliwell 

When proposed developments are to take place within say 500m of a residence, the occupants should receive individual notification 
through the post. Putting things on the internet disenfranchises a very substantial part of the elderly population , effectively excluding 
most from the process altogether.  

Mr & Mrs 
Walker 

post to those affected by Planning  
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Chigwell 
Residents 
Action Group 

This should not form part of the same statement as the Local Plan elements. Easy access to online responses 

Lesley Wagland 
Member of 
Chigwell Parish 
Council and of 
Chigwell 
Residents 
Association 

This should not form part of the same statement as the Local Plan elements. More meetings with local communities would help. A 
detachable section to letters to nearby owners would produce more engagement. 

Edie Bow 
(Chairman) 
Chigwell 
Residents 
Association 

This should not form part of the same statement as the Local Plan elements 

Mrs Val Evans 
Epping Upland 
Parish Council 

none 

Mrs Lisa Berry 
& Mrs A 
McCarthy 

Make residents aware comments are needed. Seeing as we do not receive  a free local paper - clear, precise leafleting even through 
schools and local shops. 

Chelmsford City 
Council 

No, the Draft SCI offers a range of ways for consultees to make comments. 

Mr S A 
McGuinness 

No 

Paul Dunn No, you have it covered, just ensure you listen to the local communities! 

 


